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ABSTRACT
The present research investigates how high school students interpret musical
material. The objective of the present research paper is to improve the efficiency of
musical auditions, as well as to understand and develop the high school students’
ability to hear music. We have therefore focused on the following experimental
contents: the quantitative role of instruments and the qualitative role of timbre in
forming the receivers’ aesthetic opinions; the concept of conscious audition;
investigation of the effect that musical transformations have on the audiences’
aesthetic decision (by using comparative auditions); recognition of musical character
and its interpretation.
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INTRODUCTION
The pedagogic experiment took place during the school year 2017-2018, from
October 2017 until April 2018. Research was conducted at the “Plugor Sándor” Art
High School in Sfântu Gheorghe as well as in the Reformed Theological High School in
Sfântu Gheorghe. We have collected a total of 217 questionnaires from students aged
15 to 18. The entire lot of subjects was made up of: the experimental group – 57
music students from the “Plugor Sándor” Art High School; the control group no. 1. –
103 students from the Reformed Theological High School; the control group no. 2
(intermediate) – 57 high school students, majoring in visual arts or theatre at the
“Plugor Sándor” Art High School.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
For the present research we used the questionnaire method for data collection,
musical auditions and the statistical-mathematic method for data processing. The
questionnaire we have prepared for analyzing the capacity of music perception in
subjects with various types of musical training has four items; they might seem
insufficient at first glance, but, as they are closely connected to musical audition, the
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solving process was extensive. We used a laptop connected to the audio system to
guide the musical audition.
We chose the questionnaire method as it allows for written answers as well
as for free expression of personal opinions. Depending on the type of answer, we
used mixed questionnaires with the following possibilities: open items, where
subjects were asked to freely express their opinions, for example “Listen to the
following musical piece and then choose an appropriate title for it”; multiple choice
items, where subjects had to chose one of the variants offered, for example “We will
listen to four musical segments. In the end, please mark the segment you liked best”.
Musical audition is a fundamental element in the present experiment, as it does
not depend on the initial musical training of the subjects – each student is able to
cultivate their dispositions for the conscious understanding of a musical work. This
ability is formed mainly through methodical musical auditions. The method used for
data processing led to the correct interpretation of results and was made up of
precious data in the research of musical cognition, in appreciating the efficiency of
the specific teaching endeavour and of the influence of the various training strategies
conceived for increasing productivity.
1. The role played by the number and the quality of timbre in instrumental music
The first musical audition brought forth instrumental quantity (whether the
number of instruments matters in creating pleasure as well as the role of the timbral
quality in forming the audience’s aesthetic opinion). We used the musical piece Brâul,
the second one is Dansuri populare românești (Romanian Folk Dances) (Sz. 56, BB 68)
by Bartók Béla.
Aware of the fact that they would only hear one musical piece in two versions,
the subjects had to decide whether they favoured the piano version (marked 1), or
the piano and violin version (marked 2). The subjects could only chose one of the two
numbers to show their preferences. Subsequently, they were asked to justify their
choice in a single sentence.
2. The role of musical variations in relation to the aesthetic decision
The second musical audition aimed to show the role played by musical
transformations in the audience’s aesthetic decision. The material employed was the
theme and the first three variations in part I of Ludwig van Beethoven’s Sonata for
piano No. 12 in A flat major op. 26. We listened to the theme and the first three
variations, successively, several times. The subjects only had one task: to check the
number of the favoured musical part (1 = theme, 2 = var.I, 3 = var.II, 4 = var.III).
It is worth mentioning that we did not give any information on the musical pieces,
nor on the relation between them. Moreover, we did not play the pieces mentioned
above entirely, as the subjects would have had to choose from among four musical
moments and they might have lost their patience and focus. We therefore proposed
only to listen to the first 16 measures of the theme and variations.
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During the following step of the second stage we set out to examine conscious
audition by using the same musical material mentioned above.
The subjects were asked to listen attentively and compare segments 1-2 (themevar.I.), 1-3 (theme-var.II) and 1-4 (theme-var.III), and then choose one of the following
options: “identical”, “similar” or “different”. As we are talking about variations, the
option “similar” was considered the correct answer.

3. Recognizing musical character
The subsequent aspect to be investigated was the recognition of musical
character. For this purpose, we used piece No. 6 Golliwoog's Cake Walk from the
piano suite Children's Corner by Claude Debussy.
Before the audition we had a talk with the subjects on the fact that artistic
creations – such as poems, novels, paintings, ballet, theatre plays, and films – usually
have a title. However, we avoided the use of certain words like “disposition”,
“meaning”, “content”, “atmosphere”, while asking them to find an adequate title for
the specific musical character (!).

RESULTS

After the data analysis of the first audition we found the following results (%):
Bartók Béla: Dansuri populare românești (Romanian Folk Dances) (Sz. 56, BB 68), No.
2 Brâul
Eperimental Gr. Control Gr. 1
Control Gr. 2
Entire lot
Piano version
28%
22,3%
29,8%
25,8%
Piano
and 71,9%
77,6%
70,1%
74,1%
violin version
A
fter having chosen their favourite version, the subjects had to justify their
choice in one sentence. The analysis of their answers has revealed two categories of
arguments: some of them chose musical elements (timbre, rhythm, plurivocality,
instrument), while others chose elements “external” to music (character, aesthetic
qualities). For example: Timbre – “it has rich colours”, “it has a warm sound”, “it has
rich orchestration”, “sounds softer” etc.; Tempo/Rhythm – “it was faster”, “I found it
more rhythmical” etc.; Instrument – “I enjoy the piano very much”, “the violin is my
favourite instrument” etc; Plurivocality – “it had accompaniment”, “they seem in
harmony”, “they sound better together” etc.; Character – “more delicate”, “more
virtuoso-like”, “more original”, “more playful” etc.; Beautiful, pleasant, better – “it
just seemed more beautiful”, “I liked it more” etc. The results are:
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Musical elements
Group Timbre

Instrum.

E.Gr.
8,7%
42,1%
Gr.C1. 11,6%
16,5%
Gr.C2. 17,5%
26,3%
ELS.
12,4%
25,8%
E.Gr. → experimental group
C1.Gr. → control group 1
C2.Gr. → control group 2
ELS. → entire lot of subjects

Plurivoc.
19,2%
8,7%
12,2%
12,4%

Elements “external” to music
Tempo Character Beautiful No
answer
3,5%
24,5%
12,2%
20,3%
33,9%
23,3%
4,8%
5,2%
45,6%
22,8%
11,9%
34,5%
20,2%
2,3%

During the second stage, where we aimed at finding the role of musical
transformations in the audience’s aesthetic decision, we obtained the following
results:
Ludwig van Beethoven: Sonata for piano No. 12 in A flat major (Op. 26), segments
from part. I
Theme
Var.I.
Var.II.
Var.III.
Experimental gr. 21%
8,7%
24,5%
45,6%
Control gr. 1
31%
15,5%
36,8%
16,5%
Control gr. 2
21%
19,2%
33,3%
26,3%
Entire lot
25,8%
14,7%
32,7%
26,7%
At this point we wished to obtain relevant answers to the question: - what are
the characteristic elements of musical discourse perceived by subjects to be
“identical”, “similar” or “different”?
Results:
Comparative audition – experimental group
Theme – Var.I
Identical Similar

Different

Theme – Var.II.
Identical Similar

Different

Theme – Var.III.
Identical Similar

Different

10,5%

5,2%

8,7%

57,8%

8,7%

49,1%

84,2%

33,3%

42,1%

Comparative audition – control group 1.
Theme – Var.I
Identic Resembli
al
ng

Differe
nt

Theme – Var.II.
Identic Resembli
al
ng

Differe
nt

Theme – Var.III.
Identic Resembli
al
ng

Differe
nt

10,6%

9,7%

4,8%

76,6%

16,5%

24,2%

79,6%

18,4%

Comparative audition – control group 2.
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58,2%

Theme – Var.I
Identical Similar

Different

Theme – Var.II.
Identical Similar

Different

Theme – Var.III.
Identical Similar

Different

12,2%

8,7%

3,5%

87,7%

10,5%

45,6%

78,9%

8,7%

43,8%

Comparative audition – entire lot of subjects
Theme – Var.I
Identical Similar

Different

Theme – Var.II.
Identical Similar

Different

Theme – Var.III.
Identical Similar

Different

11%

8,2%

5,5%

74,6%

12,9%

36,4%

80,6%

19,8%

51,1%

For the last aspect to be investigated, the recognition of the musical
character, we chose No. 6 Golliwoog's Cake Walk from the piano suite Children's
Corner by Claude Debussy.
We considered as correct those answers aiming at the joyful, dancing
character of the piece, including those connecting musical character to a particular
situation or positive event, as well as those titles reflecting on the grotesque nature of
music.
We considered as inadequate or wrong those answers showing very different
characters, those copying titles from other artistic works, or those only referring to
the instrument (for example “work for piano/piano piece”).
Claude Debussy: Children's Corner, No. 6 Golliwoog's Cake Walk
Experimental
Control Gr. 1
Control Gr. 2
Gr.
Adequate
38,5%
35,9%
29,8%
Inadequate
61,4%
64%
70,1%

Entire lot
35%
64,9%

CONCLUSIONS
The level of professional (musical) training of the subjects’ lot is very different not
only from one group to another, but also within the same group. Therefore, for
example, in the experimental group we included students studying music since they
were 6 years old, students who began studying music later and students who only
began their musical studies at 15 or 16. Also, control group 1. included students who
learn to play an instrument in their spare time, while control group 2. included
students who have changed their major (from music to visual arts or theatre).
Therefore, the exact delimitation of groups lacked in accuracy and this fact has to be
taken into account when systematizing results.
Usually, high school students as well as adults prefer the version with a larger
orchestra as it has a rich timbral component. For example, whenever it comes to
comparing the original piano version of Modest Musorgsky’s Paintings in an Exhibition
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with Maurice Ravel’s orchestral version of the same work, most people favour the
latter. The same holds true for the present research, although the timbral differences
between the piano version and the violin and piano version are significantly smaller.
As a conclusion, most people prefer the version with more instruments involved,
much like the entire lot of subjects, out of which 74,1% preferred the violin and piano
version, as opposed to 25,8% who opted for the piano solo. The differences in the
results of the different groups are not significant.
When justifying their choice, those who appreciated character form the
largest group (34,5%), followed by instrument involvement (25,8%) and the
importance of beauty (20,2%) in expressing pleasure. Timbre, plurivocality (both with
the same rate of 12,4%) and tempo (11,9%) were seldom mentioned while 2,3% did
not answer at all. In fact, this last percentage (no answer) belongs exclusively to
control group 1., musicians and other artists always being able to justify their options.
If when considering the entire lot of subjects the percentages are somewhat
balanced, when referring to the various groups differences tend to stand out.
Musicians justified the feeling of pleasure by invoking instruments with 42,1%, as
opposed to 26,3% coming from visual artists/actors and 16,5% of the theology
students. Musicians also highlighted more the role of plurivocality – 19,2%, as
opposed to 12,2% Gr.C2. and 8,7% G.C1.
It is worth mentioning the fact that the subjects from the experimental group
justified their feeling of pleasure with musical elements (instrument, plurivocality)
just as much as the other two groups overall, thus proving their high level of
intelligence when perceiving and interpreting musical sounds. The role of the musical
character in creating pleasure is mostly highlighted by visual artists/actors (45,6%),
followed by the theology students (33,9%) and musicians. These results prove that
the subjects in control group 2. are more focused on character, and that is quite
normal especially for actors who actively perform various characters on stage. In the
category “beautiful, pleasant, better”, which we considered a general one in the
context of the present research (as it does not express precisely the cause of
pleasure), theology students come first with 23,3%, followed by visual artists/actors
with 22,8% and musicians with 12,2%. Also, theology students appreciated in most
part (20,3%) that their feeling of pleasure is caused by tempo/rhythm, followed by
visual artists/actors (5,2%) and musicians (3,5%).
The second audition,i.e. the theme and the three variations in part I. of the
Sonata for piano No. 12 in A flat major (Op. 26) by Ludwig van Beethoven, was meant
to investigate the role played by musical transformations in the aesthetic decision of
the audience. Within the entire lot of subjects, the second variation (Un pochettino
più animato) gathered the highest percentage (32,7%), followed by the third variation
Tempo primo (26,7%), the theme Andante con Variazioni (25,8%) and the first
variation Animato un pochettino (14,7%). If we analyze results separately, in each
group, we can notice that the preference of the majority for the second variation is
almost the same in control group 1. (36,8%) and control group 2. (33,3%). In this
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variation the theme appears in the base, doubled at the octave in a permanent
movement of semiquavers. The feeling of a faster tempo – Un pochettino più animato
– is strengthened by the chord accompaniment for the right hand evolving off-beat in
demisemiquavers. On the other hand, we noticed considerable differences in the
experimental group. Most musicians – 45,6% – chose the 3rd variation (“minore”
version). If we consider that, in the case of a balanced distribution of the four musical
moments, they would have had about 25-25% each, the 45,6% result is almost the
double and therefore quite significant in the present context. It is also interesting to
notice the striking resemblance of the groups of subjects in terms of their opinion on
variation I. On the whole, this musical moment generated the highest degree of
satisfaction, namely 8,7% of the musicians, 15,5% of the theology students, 19,2% of
the visual artists/actors and 14,7% of the entire lot. This result can be explained by
the fact that variation I. reminds us most of the theme. The calm atmosphere of the
main theme waltz was favoured by 21% of both musicians and other artists. There are
even more theology students to have opted for this musical moment, that is 31%.
During the subsequent stage of our research, we wished to examine
conscious audition by using the same musical material mentioned above. We
expected relevant results – by the use of the comparative audition – to the following
question: - what are the characteristic elements of the musical discourse perceived by
the audience as “identical”, “similar” or “different”? After analyzing the results we
found that the resemblance of the second variation was the least perceived: 19,8%,
that is Control Gr.1/18,4%, Control Gr.2/8,7%, while E.Gr. obviously at a larger extent:
33,3%. In contrast, the resemblance of variation I. with the theme was mentioned by
80,6% of the entire lot of subjects, with the highest percentage in the experimental
group (84,2%), followed by control group 1. (79,6%) and control group 2. (78,9%).
It seems that the transformation of the theme in demisemiquaver arpeggios
could not change the nature of the melody enough so that the relation of variation I.
with the theme would not be noticed. At the same time, in this relation we had the
least options of “different”. In variation II. the theme moves to the base and the offbeat in demisemiquavers change the character of the musical discourse. Therefore,
most students considered it to be “different” from the theme (74,6%). The highest
percentage in this context is in the group of visual artists/actors (87,7%), then in that
of the theology students (76,6%) then among musicians (57,8%). Obviously, when
comparing theme-variation II., we found the lowest percentages of all, and that is in
the section “identical” (5,5%), while the groups’ results are: 8,7% in musicians, 4,8% in
theology students and 3,5% in the group of visual artists/actors. In variation III.
tonality changes (a flat minor), requiring the return to the original tempo (Tempo
primo). A little more than half of the entire lot of subjects (51,1%) have marked
correctly, “similar”, this “minore” version. It is interesting to note that the ones to
notice the resemblance of variation III. to the theme are mostly theology students
(58,2%), followed by visual artists/actors (43,8%) and only lastly by musicians 42,1%.
A possible explanation could be the tonality change, perceived by musicians as such
and leading them to mark it “different” (49,1%).
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We can therefore conclude that the subjects chose for the most beautiful
musical moment the version which they later considered “different” (variation II). On
the other hand, the least appreciated version was the one later chosen as “similar”.
Consequently, this shows that musical comparison was made from the point of view
of feeling pleasure influenced by the diversity of musical discourse. The subjects first
enjoyed the loudest, most colourful version, with the exception of musicians, of
course, who favoured variation III. Nevertheless, the conclusion stays the same: the
feeling of pleasure appears in close connection with “different”.
The final investigated aspect was the recognition of the musical character. For
this purpose we used the No. 6 Golliwoog's Cake Walkfrom the piano suite Children's
Cornerby Claude Debussy. The results offer the following data interpretation: the
percentage of inadequate/wrong answers increases gradually from musicians (61,4%)
to theology students (64%) to visual artists/actors (70,1%), although for the adequate
answers, percentages gradually decrease from 38,5% (E. Gr.) to 35,9% (C.Gr.1.) to
29,8% (C.Gr.2.). Therefore, the largest gap between the adequate (29,8%) and
inadequate answers (70,1%) can be found in the visual artists/actors’ group. As we
have already shown in the previous experiments, the plastic artists/actors essentially
focus on character in art. They usually create character, on canvas or on stage; hence
music is only a tool for creating a certain working atmosphere. They would rather add
imaginary characters to music, than the other way around. Although for musicians
differences between adequate (38,5%) and inadequate answers (61,4%) are more
pronounced, musical character is not so easily recognized.
The conclusion deriving from the present research is that this type of exercise
needs to be done more often and to the detriment of excessive theoretical
information. Music perception should be the main objective of music history and of
musical education in general. Music is not perceived spontaneously, nor is it a passive
endeavour. Effort and guidance are needed in the process, which should imply, during
the Music History classes, organized musical auditions in the first place.
Musical auditions only work when practised consistently and systematically.
After all, perception implies communication between composers and audiences; it
implies the decoding of the composer’s intention and therefore entailing a sensory
aspect as well as a complex, intellectual and emotional operation. Musical auditioning
should not be considered as a purely cognitive process, nor as an exclusively
emotional one, but rather as an activity encompassing at the same time the sensory,
the rational, the volitional and the emotional.
We recommend that teachers help students to become familiar with music
and teach them to feel and actively listen to the work of art, by paying attention to its
development, discovering and preparing for the next stage of perception and, at the
same time, being able to justify their emotion and their attitude of accepting or
rejecting a certain musical piece. We need to consider forming specific skills for the
understanding of the musical discourse, while teaching students to listen and decode
meanings, as well as to reflect and be creative and search for new meanings.
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This is why it is necessary to permanently upkeep the motivation for decoding
the messages of the most important and most accessible works in music history.
Qualitative musical auditions require training, cultivation and practice, leading to
active participation and the desire to discover new things. Students cannot take all
these steps by themselves; they need the guidance of a trained music teacher.
Music perception engages the rational, the sensory and the emotional at the
same time, therefore musical auditions imply the aesthetic, psychological and
philosophical understanding of musical works. Musical perception has to ensure the
transfer of ideas, feelings and emotions from the musical piece to the mind and heart
of the audiences, contributing to the development of the students’ musical thinking.
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